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Southwestern Oklahoma
State University
One Hundred and Eleventh
Annual Spring Convocation
Saturday, the Ninth of May 
Two Thousand Fift een 
At Ten O’clock
Includes Fall 2014, Spring 2015, 
probable Summer and Fall 2015 
Graduates
CONVOCATION EXERCISES
Milam Stadium 
Saturday, May 9, 2015 
10:00 am
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture.............................................. Johannes Brahms
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
National Anthem....................................................... Francis Scott Key
Kaylee Mayfield, Soprano
Welcome..................................................................Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Opening Remarks...................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Greetings from the SGA................................................. Taylor Kincanon
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate...................................... Dr. Evette Meliza
Faculty Senate President
Special Music
“I Was Here”....................................................... Hailey Raetz, Soprano
Recognition of 2015 Distinguished Alumni........................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
Albert Gray 
Dr. Jay P. Cannon
Presentation of Candidates............................................... Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Conferring of Degrees...............................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5................................... Charles-Marie Widor
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
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Cum Laude
Vivin Abraham 3.51 Yukon, OK
Amanda Jean Adams 3.70 Alex, OK
Bailey Jan Anders 3.65 Clinton, OK
Rozlyn M. Austin 3.50 Bonham, TX
Erin Susanne Baker 3.56 Yukon, OK
Katelan Marie Ballard 3.51 Weatherford, OK
Sarah R. Barton 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Zakary Paul Bates 3.60 Fort Cobb, OK
Robert W. Battles 3.62 Burns Flat, OK
Gary Dale Bearden, Jr. 3.60 Altus, OK
Jordan Renee Beasley 3.54 Lawton, OK
Luke Anthony Beasley 3.59 Wichita Falls, TX
Lauren Elizabeth Beauregard 3.73 Weatherford, OK
Kyle Lane Beecher 3.50 Soldier, KS
Christina Marie Bender 3.71 El Reno, OK
Kayla D. Biggs 3.68 Hitchcock, OK
Hailey Jordan Blevins 3.58 Noble, OK
Alecia Emma Boeckman 3.59 Hitchcock, OK
Ashley Nicole Bredy 3.56 Roosevelt, OK
Bryan David Brewer 3.73 Colby, KS
Cassie J. Brown 3.71 Burns Flat, OK
Natalie Adele Bryant 3.71 Clinton, OK
Holly Hurliman Burch 3.68 Cordell, OK
Andrea Nicole Burson 3.55 Elk City, OK
Jared Alyn Bushman 3.55 Tulsa, OK
Michael Rocco Caniglia 3.53 McAlester, OK
Samantha Rae Canon 3.53 Weatherford, OK
Travis Daniel Carroll 3.50 McLoud, OK
Katherine Nicole Carter 3.53 Weatherford, OK
Joanna C. Collins 3.66 Frisco, TX
Tabitha Ann Combs 3.50 Altus, OK
Erica LeAnn Cowan 3.63 Mangum, OK
Jacey Jade Cox 3.65 Shattuck, OK
Burgundy Kaitlin Mae Cribbs 3.73 Altus, OK
Mitra Daemi 3.66 Fairfax, VA
Theresa Mong-Quynh Dang 3.69 Oklahoma City, OK
Dalton Shoate Daniels 3.72 Salina, OK
Maryanne Dantzler-Kyer 3.71 Altus, OK
Ethan Irey Davis 3.52 Calumet, OK
Glenda S. Davison II 3.52 Yukon, OK
Dalton Day 3.50 Fairview, OK
Carissa Rhea DeClerck 3.59 Chickasha, OK
Amy Joy DeLeon 3.58 Erick, OK
Chad Isaac Doeden 3.65 Wichita, KS
Michael Shane Duffy 3.62 Madill, OK
Jacob Zane Dunlap 3.69 Wellington, TX
Noemi Alejandra Estala 3.60 Canton, OK
Amy Jean Fields 3.55 Seiling, OK
Sheri Nicole Flowers 3.65 Graham, TX
Amber Frazier 3.66 Thomas, OK
Catherine B. Fulton 3.52 Weatherford, OK
Merissa Renee Goodman 3.52 Cushing, OK
Pate Joseph Gossen 3.51 Corn, OK
Zachary Steven Gulick 3.65 Stillwater, OK
Ashlynn Marie Hall 3.55 Mesa, AZ
Julie Harms 3.55 Weatherford, OK
Tanya Dawn Harrelson 3.53 Wichita Falls, TX
Tanner Heffel 3.53 Okeene, OK
Jonathan Tyler Henson 3.65 Yukon, OK
Jose Callito Hernandez 3.61 Weatherford, OK
Herbert Herrera 3.64 Hunter, OK
Paula Janine Howes 3.50 Foss, OK
Mary Aleena Hull 3.73 Martinsburg, WV
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Jonathan Wesley Irvin 3.64 Weatherford, OK
Rumer Dakota Jackson 3.59 Lindsay, OK
Kelsey Joelle Johnson 3.71 El Reno, OK
Brendan Matthew Jones 3.63  Clinton, OK
Stefan Thomas Jones 3.66 Madill, OK
Ben Burton Justus 3.73 Duncan, OK
John Daniel Lair 3.61 Clinton, OK
Van Thanh Lam 3.74 Oklahoma City, OK
Kenneth David Lehman 3.54 Kearney, MO
Taylor W. Longbrake 3.73 Perkins, OK
Abigail Marie Lybarger 3.64 Broken Arrow, OK
Elizabeth Allison Maddox 3.70 El Reno, OK
Shristi Maharjan 3.66 Weatherford, OK
Rachel Ann Mansour 3.53 Yukon, OK
Wil Markus 3.63 Kingfisher, OK
Alana Jo Martin 3.55 Ryan, OK
Brandon Lee Martin 3.69 Fairview, OK
Hunter Danielle Martin 3.60 Tuttle, OK
Jason Anthony Martin 3.73 Weatherford, OK
Katherine Faye Martin 3.71 Vian, OK
Maurice J. Masterson 3.68 Muskogee, OK
Jarryd Blayne Mathews 3.53 Durant, OK
Chad Aaron Mathis 3.69 Watonga, OK
Tyler Mattocks 3.50 Guymon, OK
Cade McKee 3.62 Blair, OK
Mitchell Patrick McKee 3.56 El Reno, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Mendoza 3.50 Hanford, CA
Alyssa Denea Miller 3.59 Clinton, OK
Mervin Timon Mondal 3.51 Edmond, OK
Michael Kenneth Morrison 3.69 Pinckney, MI
Cortney Nicole Mullen 3.50 Norman, OK
Kaleb Ryan Murray 3.56 Hinton, OK
Jennifer Elise Nail 3.59 Sharon, OK
Stephen Nelms 3.72 Frederick, OK
Quynh Hoa Thi Nguyen 3.63 Tulsa, OK
Huy Nguyen 3.69 Ho Ch Minh, Vietnam
Andrea Kay Hartman Parker 3.63 Watonga, OK
Malia Jade Salazar 3.61 Weatherford, OK
Jessica Dawn Pasquini 3.74 Edmond, OK
Debra Peeples 3.63 Harrah, OK
Shara Ann Pennington 3.65 Edmond, OK
Melissa Irene Perez 3.66 Anadarko, OK
Sara Perry 3.54 Moore, OK
Jennifer Phuong-Uyen Pham 3.68 Yukon, OK
Mary Ann Phillips 3.58 Duncan, OK
Tiffany Marie Piper 3.54 Enid, OK
Doanh Prince 3.63 Yukon, OK
Shyanne Marie Pullum 3.69 Clinton, OK
Hailey Jo Raetz 3.60 Hydro, OK
Christabelle Susanna Rauh 3.54 Weatherford, OK
Jessica A. Rauschenberg 3.64 Tulsa, OK
Asher Eleigh Reed 3.52 Custer, OK
Gaige Dion Reese 3.72 Fairview, OK
Val Reeves 3.70 Carnegie, OK
Chelsea Nicole Richardson 3.55 Mangum, OK
Matthew Dean Richardson 3.72 Choctaw, OK
Jessie Marie Salisbury 3.55 Mutual, OK
Shelby Shawn Sanders 3.59 Marlow, OK
Keithen Kale Sawatzky 3.60 Weatherford, OK
Kimmie Lane Sawatzky 3.50 Weatherford, OK
Justin Earl Schoonmaker 3.71 Longdale, OK
Lloyd Derrick Shelton 3.53 Clarendon, TX
Kristin Gay Sheneman 3.51 Weleetka, OK
Bobbi Jo Six 3.63 Cameron, LA
Adrian Leigh Smith 3.69 Thomas, OK
Jessica Alain Edwards Smith 3.55 Elk City, OK
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Justin Alan Smith 3.58 Decatur, TX
Jennifer Nadine St. John 3.71 Quapaw, OK
Larissa Marie Stallcup 3.65 Kingfisher, OK
Timothy Joseph Stein 3.71 Enid, OK
Tyler Scott Steinly 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Jarred Luke Stockton 3.57 Mangum, OK
Alison Lenora Stowers 3.67 Ada, OK
Jessica Michelle Sutton 3.74 Canton, OK
Morgan Jo Swart 3.70 Yukon, OK
Tiffany Annette Thompson 3.73 Clinton, OK
Brenda Kimathi 3.57 Tulsa, OK
Rachel Nicole Tilley 3.74 Piedmont, OK
Gabriel Torres 3.61 Norman, OK
Randa Dawn Tracy 3.50 Cheyenne, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Trammell 3.59 Meeker, OK
Danny Tran 3.56 Moore, OK
Nathan James Troesrer 3.55 Edmond, OK
Lena Elizabeth Van Winkle 3.50 Heber Springs, AR
Anna Nhu-Hoang Vu 3.73 Oklahoma City, OK
Lori R. Webb 3.62 Sayre, OK
Ashley Wells 3.50 Piedmont, OK
Ethan E. Welton 3.64 Harrah, OK
Nicholas John Whalen 3.64 Minco, OK
Cynthia Kay Witt 3.58 Yukon, OK
Dylan James Yeley 3.51 Columbus, IN
Magna Cum Laude
Phuong Kim Abbott 3.88 Wylie, TX
Rosalee Jane Adams 3.77 Alex, OK
Rita Chinyelu Akubueze 3.75 Oklahoma City, OK
Abdullah Sabti Alghamdi 3.84 Weatherford, OK
Jillian Victoria Brooks-Anderson 3.89 Guymon, OK
Jackie Marie Bivins 3.81 Beggs, OK
Trent A. Boesen 3.76 Weatherford, OK
Amy Lu Bower 3.81 Claremore, OK
Mitchell Zane Brittain 3.85 Sterling, OK
Karlea Ann Brooks 3.88 Guymon, OK
Austin Louis Bumpas 3.75 Edmond, OK
Rachel Nicole Butler 3.88 Weatherford, OK
Carson Wilhite Cabaniss 3.75 Arapaho, OK
Whitlee Dakota Christian 3.76 Granite, OK
Mackenzie Nicole Cochran 3.83 Keyes, OK
Cash Armstong Cooper 3.78 Lindsay, OK
Kristen Paige Covington 3.82 Ada, OK
Nicholas A. Dorris 3.87 Yukon, OK
Anna Ruth Erb 3.87 Broken Arrow, OK
Kari Elizabeth Fewin 3.82 Woodward, OK
Mackenzie Gifford 3.81 Elk City, OK
Morgan Drew Greutman 3.86 Clarksville, TX
Joseph Myongrang Han 3.75 Edmond, OK
Shawna Nicole Hoover Hardin 3.83 Elk City, OK
Katelyn Hays 3.75 Weatherford, OK
Emmalee D’Ann Heinen 3.89 Lawton, OK
Coriann Ashley Hoar 3.76 Watonga, OK
Haley A'layne Hughey 3.78 El Reno, OK
Kinsey Hums 3.85 Hideaway, TX
Merissa Hums 3.77 Lindale, TX
Drew Anthony Krause 3.85 Okeene, OK
Kathy Xuan Le 3.88 Oklahoma City, OK
Kevin Khiem Quoc Le 3.83 Oklahoma City, OK
Tiffany Bich Thao Le 3.79 Oklahoma City, OK
Kaycee Dawn Lookingbill 3.79 Aims, OK
Saira Jasel Marrufo 3.86 Corn, OK
Melissa Ann McCormick 3.87 Midwest City, OK
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Mary Frances McWhirter 3.80 Edmond, OK
Trent Lee Misak 3.87 Ponca City, OK
Khanh Bao Nguyen 3.76 Hanoi, Vietnam
Tram Teresa Nguyen 3.87 Yukon, OK
Levi Randall Nicholson 3.75 Severance, CO
Emily Rene’ Nicklas 3.85 White Deer, TX
Emily Mavis Rios 3.80 Enid, OK
William David Roberson IV 3.82 Oklahoma City, OK
Will Ryan Robinson 3.89 Canton, OK
Monica Christine Sallaway 3.80 Claremore, OK
Saber LaGene Sapp 3.79 Wellston, OK
Michael K. Schafer 3.75 Weatherford, OK
Darin Scott 3.78 Hammon, OK
Kenneth James Stearns 3.87 Choctaw, OK
Jennifer Stout 3.76 Woodward, OK
Ashlee Noel Thomas 3.85 El Reno, OK
Thomas Tran 3.82 Wichita Falls, TX
Brian Christopher Trent 3.80 Enid, OK
Allison Dieu Thao Truong 3.89 Oklahoma City, OK
Krystal Rose Walton 3.78 Cordell, OK
Gary Wesley 3.86 Shawnee, OK
Haley Malynn Woolsey 3.87 Wichita Falls, TX
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan Abbott 4.00 Anadarko, OK
Taylor James Anderson 3.90 Weatherford, OK
Patricia Ann Armstrong 4.00 Comanche, OK
Kyler Allen Bollinger 3.91 El Reno, OK
Karlee Sue Brownlee 3.98 Okeene, OK
Aaron J. Bushong 3.95 Shawnee, OK
Rebecca Ann Cantrell 3.97 Oklahoma City, OK
Samantha Rae Caudle 3.90 Edmond, OK
Alison Leigh Clinton 3.90 Altus, OK
Mikela Renee Connella 3.90 Talala, OK
Rebecca Marie Dill 4.00 Hollis, OK
Jessica Mae Drake 3.98 Boyd, TX
Jessica Faye Egner 3.91 Shamrock, TX
John Andrew Foley 3.98 Tutde, OK
Jordan Bradley Franz 3.90 Alva, OK
Steven Tyler Gorshing 3.90 Weatherford, OK
Debra Erin Michele DeWalt 3.98 Calera, OK
Mallory Elizabeth Hankins 4.00 Weatherford, OK
Emily Sue Hartley 3.94 Reydon, OK
Adam Michael Hawkins 3.90 Weatherford, OK
Luke Aaron Kraft 4.00 Hooker, OK
Caitlin Dee Landers 3.95 Arnett, OK
Kalan Dean Langley 3.97 Duncan, OK
Shelbie Lynn Laughlin 3.95 Cyril, OK
Tina Trinh Le 3.94 Oklahoma City, OK
Petrina Marie Lorenz 3.95 Moore, OK
Brandy Kay Mader 4.00 Nickerson, KS
Quynh Phi 3.94 Oklahoma City, OK
Rebekah Jane Rauh 3.97 Duncan, OK
Casie LeAnn Richardson 3.94 Choctaw, OK
Lauren Paige Rodriguez 3.98 Durant, OK
Whitini Root 3.92 Eakly, OK
Kadre Ann Setzer 3.93 Colony, OK
Stephanie Nachole Short 3.93 Tulsa, OK
Bailey Lorraine Spears 4.00 Norman, OK
Kelsey Dawn Wall 3.93 Weatherford, OK
Chelsie Nicole Wilkins 3.97 Oklahoma City, OK
Kristin Paige Stout 4.00 Oklahoma City, OK
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Candidates for Degrees*
~Associate Degrees ~
Cheyenne Arapaho Tribal College
Anthony Thomas Allen AS in CATC General Studies Arnett, OK
Erwin Leroy Pahmahmie AS in Tribal Administration El Reno, OK
College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Mitchell Zane Brittain AS in Wildland Firefighting Sterling, OK
Ryne Dunlavy AS in Wildland Firefighting Perryton, TX
Pate Joseph Gossen AS in Wildland Firefighting Corn, OK
Ricardo Estevan Gutierrez AS in Wildland Firefighting Fort Cobb, OK
Austin Dewayne Rhodes AS in Wildland Firefighting Fort Cobb, OK
Logan James Robertson AS in Wildland Firefighting Erick, OK
Blaine J. Smith AS in Wildland Firefighting Blanchard, OK
Cristian David Word AS in Wildland Firefighting Arnett, OK
Dylan James Yeley AS in Wildland Firefighting Columbus, IN
"Bachelor’s Degrees"
College of Arts & Sciences
Karlea Ann Brooks BA Ed in Art Education Guymon, OK
Megan M. Malloy BA Ed in Art Education Cordell, OK
Kyle Brewer BFA in Graphic Design Elk City, OK
Drew Wesley Brower BFA in Graphic Design Sayre, OK
Rachel Nicole Butler BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Morgan Andrea Gibson BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Khanh Bao Nguyen BFA in Graphic Design Hanoi, Vietnam
Melissa Irene Perez BFA in Graphic Design Anadarko, OK
Ashley Renee Summers BFA in Graphic Design Clinton, OK
Rebecca Blair Barnett BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Errikka D. Branscum BA in Communication Arts Tulsa, OK
Jamar Rashad Davis BA in Communication Arts Lawton, OK
Rebecca Marie Dill BA in Communication Arts Hollis, OK
Jalen Christopher Dorsey BA in Communication Arts Frisco, TX
Sheri Nicole Flowers BA in Communication Arts Graham, TX
Amber Hayes BA in Communication Arts Colbert, OK
Wesley Dillon Hayes BA in Communication Arts Howe, TX
Kassidy Lyn House BA in Communication Arts Seminole, OK
Amber Leann Atchley BA in Communication Arts Clinton, OK
Victoria Maureen Leveridge BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Jonathan R. Matthews BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Matthew A. McKellips BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Joseph L. McMasters BA in Communication Arts Duncan, OK
Trent Lee Misak BA in Communication Arts Ponca City, OK
Charles Ray Morris III BA in Communication Arts Tulsa, OK
Joshua David Ramos BA in Communication Arts Tulsa, OK
Kaitlyn Ariel Rivas BA in Communication Arts Claremore, OK
Megan Marylou Sakowski BA in Communication Arts Corona, CA
Monica Christine Sallaway BA in Communication Arts Claremore, OK
Saber LaGene Sapp BA in Communication Arts Wellston, OK
Taylor Renee Scott BA in Communication Arts Edmond, OK
Tyler Scott Steinly BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Timothy Williams BA in Communication Arts Tuttle, OK
Adam Trey Woodard BA in Communication Arts Chickasha, OK
Matthew Ryan Abbott BS in Biological Sciences Anadarko, OK
Maryanne Dantzler-Kyer BS in Biological Sciences Altus, OK
Zeb Dion Foster Jr. BS in Biological Sciences Anadarko, OK
Mandi Racquel Foutch BS in Biological Sciences Seiling, OK
Brianne Gillespie BS in Biological Sciences Fort Worth, TX
Angie Maria Hoover BS in Biological Sciences Edmond, OK
Nicholas Christian Maddox BS in Biological Sciences El Reno, OK
AntwoineTuan Nguyen BS in Biological Sciences Edmond, OK
*Graduation is official provided all degree requirements are completed.
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Ines Regina Ramirez-Cibes BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, OK
Amber Rymer BS in Biological Sciences Thomas, OK
Will Seibold BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, OK
Timothy Joseph Stein BS in Biological Sciences Enid, OK
Nicholas John Whalen BS in Biological Sciences Minco, OK
Merissa Renee Goodman BS in Medical Laboratory Science Cushing, OK
Fernando Ndawana BS in Medical Laboratory Science Weatherford, OK
Allison Paige Attebury BS Ed in Natural Sciences Ed Paris, TX
Aaron J. Bushong BS Ed in Natural Sciences Ed Shawnee, OK
Lloyd Derrick Shelton BS Ed in Natural Sciences Ed Clarendon, TX
Tanner Joe Wheeler BS Ed in Natural Sciences Ed Weatherford, OK
John Williams BS Ed in Natural Sciences Ed Choctaw, OK
Matthew Ryan Abbott BA in Chemistry Anadarko, OK
Rozlyn M. Austin BA in Chemistry Bonham, TX
Michael Rocco Caniglia BA in Chemistry McAlester, OK
Fabian De Santiago BA in Chemistry Guymon, OK
Louise Esjornson BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Vyctoria Starr Lauren Gray BA in Chemistry Fort Worth, TX
Brent A. Hixon BA in Chemistry Mustang, OK
Shawn C. Hughes BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Mai Hong Tran BA in Chemistry Oklahoma City, OK
Chad Isaac Doeden BS in Chemistry Wichita, KS
Ashlie Nicole Walker BS in Chemistry Sand Springs, OK
Megan Annette Ayala BS in Chemistry (Professional) Fort Worth, TX
Amy Jean Fields BS in Engineering Physics Seiling, OK
Luke Aaron Kraft BS in Engineering Physics Hooker, OK
Steven Blake Scott BS in Engineering Physics Gracemont, OK
Gy M. Bennar Jr. BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Morgan Brian BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton, OK
Cassie Renee Chambless BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Tutde, OK
Kristen G. Elliott BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Stacy Le Geswender BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton, OK
Garrett Alan Hofmann BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Altus, OK
Amber Lynn Keeler BA in Interdisciplinary Studies El Reno, OK
Chelsea Michelle Keller BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Arnett, OK
Wil Markus BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Kingfisher, OK
Levi Tah Melendy BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Elk City, OK
Dalynna Ann Parker BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton, OK
Kara Louise Pippins BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Yukon, OK
Amie Kayla Price BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Burns Flat, OK
Sandra Lee Richardson BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Aaron R. Scabby BA in Interdisciplinary Studies El Reno, OK
Brooke Anne Wheelock BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Woodward, OK
Kendall Beckloff BA in English Oakwood, OK
Ashley Nicole Lane Comstock BA in English Arapaho, OK
Rachel Suzanne Frans BA in English Weatherford, OK
Katrina Gayle Leeann Goforth BA in English Altus, OK
Rachel Dawn Perkins BA in English Hammon, OK
Devin W. Ragsdale BA in English Custer City, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Shefferd BA in English Sayre, OK
Heather Alldread Bailey BA Ed in English Education Fort Cobb, OK
Lyndsay Desiree Hines BA Ed in English Education Mountain View, OK
Kayla Nichole Klassen BA Ed in English Education Binger, OK
Veronica Faye Ladd BA Ed in English Education Vici, OK
Lori R. Webb BA Ed in English Education Sayre, OK
Ida Mary Gutierrez BA in Spanish Clinton, OK
Shawna Nicole Hoover Hardin BA in Spanish Elk City, OK
Daniel Hernandez BA in Spanish Altus, OK
Saira Jasel Marrufo BA in Spanish Corn, OK
Trent A. Boesen BS in Mathematics Weatherford, OK
Louise Esjornson BS in Mathematics Weatherford, OK
Steven Tyler Gorshing BS in Mathematics Weatherford, OK
Daniel Hernandez BS in Mathematics Altus, OK
Kimmie Lane Sawatzky BS in Mathematics Weatherford, OK
Kelsey Dawn Wall BS in Mathematics Corn, OK
Jarod Young BS in Mathematics Weatherford, OK
Cassie J. Brown BS Ed in Mathematics Education Burns Flat, OK
Emily Sue Hartley BS Ed in Mathematics Education Reydon, OK
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Katherine Faye Martin BS Ed in Mathematics Education Vian, OK
Alyssa Marie Olson BS Ed in Mathematics Education Longmont, CO
James Racadio BS Ed in Mathematics Education Sayre, OK
Samantha Rae Canon BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Weatherford, OK
Chelsea Leeann Chargualaf BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Altus, OK
Mikela Renee Connella BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Talala, OK
Vanessa Marie Delgado BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Altus, OK
Herbert Herrera BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Hunter, OK
Dillon Chase Jung BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Kingfisher, OK
Tiffany Marie Piper BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Enid, OK
Shelby Shawn Sanders BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Marlow, OK
Taylor Vincent Steier BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Enid, OK
Hailey Jo Raetz BM Ed in Vocal/General Music Hydro, OK
Tara Marielle Berland BM in Music Performance (Instrumental) Weatherford, OK
Mikela Renee Connella BM in Music Performance (Instrumental) Talala, OK
Vanessa Marie Delgado BM in Music Performance (Instrumental) Altus, OK
Victoria Marie Hernandez BM in Music Performance (Instrumental) Oklahoma City, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Trammell BM in Music Performance (Instrumental) Meeker, OK
Rebecca Ann Cantrell BM in Music Therapy (Instrumental) Oklahoma City, OK
Mary Aleena Hull BM in Music Therapy (Instrumental) Martinsburg, WV
Haley Malynn Woolsey BM in Music Therapy (Instrumental) Wichita Falls, TX
Brittany Nicole Carter BM in Music Therapy (Vocal/Keyboard) Ewa Beach, HI
Jorja Lee Hammond BM in Music Therapy (Vocal/Keyboard) Amarillo, TX
Melissa Ann McCormick BM in Music Therapy (Vocal/Keyboard) Midwest City, OK
Jennifer M. Sandwell BM with Elective Studies in Business Newcastle, OK
Kaylee Danielle Mayfield BM in Music Performance (Vocal) Clinton, OK
Lennard Imonideen Kayode Adebiyi BA in Criminal Justice Oklahoma City, OK
Madison Elizabeth Brumley BA in Criminal Justice Bethany, OK
Charles Anthony Hulett BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Adrienne Maxine Martinez BA in Criminal Justice Granada Hills, CA
Cynthia Renee Morgan BA in Criminal Justice Shamrock, TX
Brett Paul Nungesser BA in Criminal Justice Cache, OK
Cash Braden Overton BA in Criminal Justice Texhoma, OK
Matthew Dean Richardson BA in Criminal Justice Choctaw, OK
Chaise Cameron Rogers BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Winona Dawn Youngbird BA in Criminal Justice Watonga, OK
Lauren Elizabeth Beauregard BA in History Weatherford, OK
Susie P. Dyck BA in History Corn, OK
Blake Thomas Eaton BA in History Kingfisher, OK
James M. Hill BA in History Perkins, OK
Russell Bradley Morton BA in History Edmond, OK
Tayler Celeste Powell BA in History Weatherford, OK
Michael K. Schafer BA in History Weatherford, OK
Jillian Victoria Brooks-Anderson BA Ed in History Education Guymon, OK
Sarah R. Barton BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Sawyer G. Cooper BA Ed in History Education Haslet, TX
John Andrew Foley BA Ed in History Education Tuttle, OK
Sebastian Frausto BA Ed in History Education Carlsbad, CA
Nick Garrison BA Ed in History Education Altus, OK
Andrew Murga BA Ed in History Education Dumas, TX
Brandon Joaquin Ruiz BA Ed in History Education Yukon, OK
Andrew Zane Willis BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Will Ryan Robinson BA in Political Science Canton, OK
Michael K. Schafer BA in Political Science Weatherford, OK
Brian Christopher Trent BA in Political Science Enid, OK
Michael Nelson Williams BA in Political Science Weatherford, OK
College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Natalie Nicole Bockelman BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Laverne, OK
Alison Leigh Clinton BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Altus, OK
Erica LeAnn Cowan BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Mangum, OK
Jessica Mae Drake BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Boyd, TX
Kristen G. Elliott BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Katie Lynn McMullen BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Kelsey L. Goebel BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Yukon, OK
Sarah Rinehart Hadrava BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Hinton, OK
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Emily Debra Kennedy BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Edmond, OK
Allyssa Ray Knight BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Okeene, OK
Saira Jasel Marrufo BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Corn, OK
Meagan Ann Matthews BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Yukon, OK
Jennifer Elise Nail BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Sharon, OK
Chelsea Elizabeth Payne BS Ed in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Christabelle Susanna Rauh BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Rebekali Jane Rauh BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Duncan, OK
Robyn JaNelle Ray BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Hinton, OK
Paige Nichole Reihm BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Sabrina Berenice Rivera BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Jennifer Nadine St. John BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Quapaw, OK
Danyal Marie Walters BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Kristin Paige Stout BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Bailey Jan Anders BS Ed in Elementary Education Clinton, OK
Lori D. Blackketter BS Ed in Elementary Education Leedey, OK
Kiley Renae Brennfoerder BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Allison Jade Gilliland Brown BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Brittney Lynn Burton BS Ed in Elementary Education Gotebo, OK
Whitlee Dakota Christian BS Ed in Elementary Education Granite, OK
Toni M. Endsley BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Jennifer Olivia Estes BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Kari Elizabeth Fewin BS Ed in Elementary Education Woodward, OK
Mackenzie Gifford BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Hillary Breann Hardin BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Julie Harms BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Sarah Nichole Heon BS Ed in Elementary Education Shawnee, OK
Laura Kathleen Hill BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Taylor Dea Hines BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Denise Renee Hobbs BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Michaella D. Humphrey BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Rumer Dakota Jackson BS Ed in Elementary Education Lindsay, OK
Shawna Danae Kelley BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Arista Kerley-Loyd BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Megan Shea Lyons BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Tiffany Ann Murray BS Ed in Elementary Education Duncan, OK
Clayton Lloyd Myers BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Chelsea Nicole Richardson BS Ed in Elementary Education Mangum, OK
Kaley D. Riley BS Ed in Elementary Education Shamrock, TX
Lauren Virginia Robinson BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Whitini Root BS Ed in Elementary Education Eakly, OK
Dara Leshae Steinmetz BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Ada Frances Hainta-Thurston BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Rachel Nicole Tilley BS Ed in Elementary Education Piedmont, OK
Brittany Rachael West BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Sherry Ann Williams BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Shanna Willis BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis, OK
Kyler Allen Bollinger BS Ed in Special Education El Reno, OK
Savannah Jo Collier BS Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Chelsey Renee Mawson BS Ed in Special Education Henrietta, TX
Toni R. Newton BS Ed in Special Education Mountain View, OK
Jared Thomas Owens BS Ed in Special Education Elgin, OK
Lorenzo M. Barnes Jr BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Thomas, OK
Gavin Lee Beavers BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed El Reno, OK
Kayla D. Biggs BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Hitchcock, OK
Timothy Boyer BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Mcloud, OK
Derrick Lee Bull BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Altus, OK
Blake Clift BS Ed in Healdi and Physical Ed Fort Cobb, OK
Jordan Bradley Franz BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Alva, OK
Hannah L. Guthrie BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Seiling, OK
Derick Hodges BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Weatherford, OK
Shelby Nicole Holcomb BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Fort Worth, TX
Ben Burton Justus BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Duncan, OK
Matthew Mark Kennedy BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Geary, OK
Cade McKee BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Blair, OK
Kaleb Ryan Murray BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Hinton, OK
Adam Reed Potter BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Fort Cobb, OK
Jacob Henry Schneberger BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Burns Flat, OK
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Chance Tapia BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Lawton, OK
Kelsey Morgan Visor BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Moore, OK
Zachary Warner BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Amber, OK
Dylan Scott Weber BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Apache, OK
Brandon Blake Ybarra BS Ed in Health and Physical Ed Altus, OK
MacKenzie Lea Carder BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Cole Garrett Clark BS in Exercise Science Mountain View, OK
Joanna C. Collins BS in Exercise Science Frisco, TX
Cassie Ann Crowser BS in Exercise Science Whitewood, SD
Cassandra E. Day BS in Exercise Science Prescott, AZ
Jessica Ashley Dobbins BS in Exercise Science Midwest City, OK
Paige Doherty BS in Exercise Science Vernon, TX
Ryan Feller BS in Exercise Science Altus, OK
Cassie ReNael Garner BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Elisabeth Shayne Haley BS in Exercise Science Katy, TX
Ashlynn Marie Hall BS in Exercise Science Mesa, AZ
Mikaela Deane Hand BS in Exercise Science Higgins, TX
Brayden Lynn Hicks BS in Exercise Science Kingfisher, OK
Coriann Ashley Hoar BS in Exercise Science Watonga, OK
Karl K. Hodge Jr. BS in Exercise Science Glenn Heights, TX
Merissa Hums BS in Exercise Science Lindale, TX
Kirk Lee Jones BS in Exercise Science Santa Ana, CA
Kaycee Dawn Lookingbill BS in Exercise Science Altus, OK
Caden Avery MacNeill BS in Exercise Science Harrison, AR
Hunter Danielle Martin BS in Exercise Science Tuttle, OK
Chad Aaron Mathis BS in Exercise Science Watonga, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Mendoza BS in Exercise Science Hanford, CA
Stephen Nelms BS in Exercise Science Frederick, OK
Caitlyn Brooke Parcell BS in Exercise Science Kingfisher, OK
Sarina Sayama BS in Exercise Science Lemoore, CA
Justin Earl Schoonmaker BS in Exercise Science Longdale, OK
Bobbi Jo Six BS in Exercise Science Cameron, LA
Blaine J. Smith BS in Exercise Science Blanchard, OK
Brittney Nicole Teel BS in Exercise Science Blanchard, OK
Jessi Jae Treadaway BS in Exercise Science Pocasset, OK
Woodrow James Turner III BS in Exercise Science Houston, TX
Dietrick Elias Turney BS in Exercise Science Aurora, CO
Megan White BS in Exercise Science Mount Hope, WI
Mitchell Zane Brittain BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Sterling, OK
Ethan Thomas Cole Davis BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Oklahoma City, OK
Ryne Dunlavy BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Perryton, TX
William Earnest BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Jessica Faye Egner BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Shamrock, TX
Cody Ryan Ervin BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Terrance Alan Franklin BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Killeen, TX
Larry Dale Head Jr. BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Choctaw, OK
Tucker Gene Heglin BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Jacklyn Tobi Highfill BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Cherokee, OK
Kenneth David Lehman BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Kearney, MO
Javer Lewis BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Idabel, OK
Cale Andrew Longhofer BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Justin Dean Mussyal BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Piedmont, OK
Candace Raquel Owens BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Abram Lee Piggee BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Stockton, CA
Joshua Albert Reed BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Tahlequah, OK
Brian Anthony Robinson BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Lithia Springs, GA
Zackery Garrett Sitton BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Yukon, OK
Steven Brian Townsley BS in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Thousand Oaks, CA
Michael J. Abernathy BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Thomas, OK
Weston Alexander Anderson BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Yukon, OK
Jeremy L. Barnhill BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Jones, OK
Zachary Jacob Bell BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Enid, OK
Tucker Brian Blackburn BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Cordell, OK
Carson Wilhite Cabaniss BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Arapaho, OK
Travis Daniel Carroll BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. McLoud, OK
Lukas Cliff Cary BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Oklahoma City, OK
Luke Eli Davidson BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Weatherford, OK
Bryce Giblet BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Hydro, OK
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Pate Joseph Gossen BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Corn, OK
Zachary Steven Gulick BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Stillwater, OK
Ricardo Estevan Gutierrez BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Fort Cobb, OK
Tanner Heffel BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Okeene, OK
Charles Anthony Hulett BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Weatherford, OK
Dylan Chase King BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Hydro, OK
Luke Michael Koball BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Guthrie, OK
Maurice J. Masterson BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Muskogee, OK
Brittany Taylor Morgan BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Clinton, OK
Nikisha Lin Oakley BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Fairland, OK
Nathan Paul Rackley BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Okeene, OK
Logan James Robertson BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Erick, OK
Aaron Jay Schantz BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Hydro, OK
Justin Lee Savage Simpson BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Finley, OK
Kenneth Charles Stutzriem BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Norman, OK
Justin Lane Swirin BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Fruitland, NM
Dylan James Yeley BS in Parks and Wildlife Law Enf. Columbus, IN
Kiley R. Bachelder BS in Psychology Cordell, OK
Jackie Marie Bivins BS in Psychology Beggs, OK
Delon Nicole Brewer BS in Psychology Woodward, OK
Katherine Nicole Carter BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Erick Todd Cummings BS in Psychology Tuttle, OK
Lanita Marie Hacker Dalla Rosa BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Au-sha Joi Floyd BS in Psychology Piedmont, OK
Johnesha Trinay Hawkins BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Sierra Dawn Howell BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Alison Hughes-Henderson BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Jessie Darlene James BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Shelby Lynn Josey BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Avery Ann Lee BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Jason Anthony Martin BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Sheri McCoy BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Val Reeves BS in Psychology Carnegie, OK
Larissa Marie Stallcup BS in Psychology Kingfisher, OK
Destiny R. Terry BS in Psychology Edmond, OK
Stephen A. Thornburg BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Auri Rachelie White BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Jessica Ann White BS in Psychology Woodward, OK
Jeana Denise Atteberry BBA in Accounting Hydro, OK
Gary Dale Bearden, Jr. BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Sarah M. Belknap BBA in Accounting Arapaho, OK
Ethan Irey Davis BBA in Accounting Calumet, OK
Dalton Day BBA in Accounting Fairview, OK
Ashley Marie Derr BBA in Accounting Thomas, OK
Ethan Cord Doan BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Noemi Alejandra Estala BBA in Accounting Canton, OK
Jacob D. Friesen BBA in Accounting Guthrie, OK
Logan Lee Gauger BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Morgan Brooke Heck BBA in Accounting Leedey, OK
Kyrie Kay Helling BBA in Accounting Carter, OK
Jacoby Nicole Hotsenpiller BBA in Accounting Louisburg, KS
Kendall Ray Humphreys BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Kelsey Joelle Johnson BBA in Accounting El Reno, OK
Drew Anthony Krause BBA in Accounting Okeene, OK
Blake O. Lee BBA in Accounting Norman, OK
Karrie Beth Little BBA in Accounting Watonga, OK
Niki Maharjan BBA in Accounting Kathmandu, Nepal
Brandon Lee Martin BBA in Accounting Fairview, OK
Dillon Benjamin Nuzum BBA in Accounting El Reno, OK
Meagan Kasie Outhier BBA in Accounting Enid, OK
Emma Lea Pankratz BBA in Accounting Hydro, OK
Jason Lee Parkhurst BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Wazir Ahmad Price BBA in Accounting Oklahoma City, OK
Emilio Ramos BBA in Accounting Carnegie, OK
Gaige Dion Reese BBA in Accounting Fairview, OK
Casie LeAnn Richardson BBA in Accounting Choctaw, OK
Elisa M. Rogers BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Jessie Marie Salisbury BBA in Accounting Mutual, OK
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Adrian Leigh Smith BBA in Accounting Thomas, OK
James Julian Studdard BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Randa Dawn Tracy BBA in Accounting Cheyenne, OK
Selassie Tsaku-Harker BBA in Accounting Kumasi, Ghana
Daniel Lee Watkins BBA in Accounting Cordell, OK
Gary Wesley BBA in Accounting Shawnee, OK
Jeffery Rhett Wiseman BBA in Accounting Elk City, OK
Mackenzie Reid Cannon BBA in Entrepreneurship Arlington, TX
Ashley Claire Cole BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Ashley Nicole Dunigan BBA in Entrepreneurship Bristow, OK
Chae Allen Hohnke BBA in Entrepreneurship Yukon, OK
Erika Raquela Jones BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Justin Richardson BBA in Entrepreneurship Spring, TX
Vivin Abraham BS in Computer Science Yukon, OK
Amanda Jean Adams BS in Computer Science Alex, OK
Rosalee Jane Adams BS in Computer Science Alex, OK
Abdullah Sabti Alghamdi BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Lama Abdullah Alsharif BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Joshua Bentley BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Durga Prasad Bhattarai BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Scott Travis Boese BS in Computer Science Elk City, OK
Erik Shawn Christensen BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Tyler J. Groves BS in Computer Science Hobart, OK
Adam Michael Hawkins BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Fletcher Hayes Holman BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Jonathan Wesley Irvin BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Krishna Kshetri BS in Computer Science Chitwan, Nepal
Samuel James Maddux BS in Computer Science Cheyenne, OK
Michael Kenneth Morrison BS in Computer Science Pinckney, MI
Mary Ann Phillips BS in Computer Science Duncan, OK
Cy Roark BS in Computer Science Lookeba, OK
Brooke Jay Stevenson BS in Computer Science Elk City, OK
Jennifer Stout BS in Computer Science Woodward, OK
Ashlee Noel Thomas BS in Computer Science El Reno, OK
Talal Abdullah Alharbi BS in Engineering Technology Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Njie Dalseron Cho Ndi BS in Engineering Technology Bamenda, Cameroon
Johnny Covalt BS in Engineering Technology Piedmont, OK
Tyler Kent Dyck BS in Engineering Technology Corn, OK
Brandon Scott Earney BS in Engineering Technology Dibble, OK
Matthew Scott Facklam BS in Engineering Technology Tulsa, OK
Lon Davis Ford II BS in Engineering Technology Carrier, OK
Michael Tyler Haden BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Jonathan B. Haworth BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Haden Gene Hedges BS in Engineering Technology Fairmont, OK
Thomas Charles Hooper BS in Engineering Technology Mountain View, OK
Kalan Dean Langley BS in Engineering Technology Duncan, OK
Brady H. Lutz BS in Engineering Technology Apache, OK
Shristi Maharjan BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Chaz L. Mattocks BS in Engineering Technology Newalla, OK
Tony Ray Maxville Jr. BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Allen Shane McGlothlin BS in Engineering Technology Anadarko, OK
Matthew Robert Mercer BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Clinton Peck BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Gordon LaMoin Perry BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Joseph Evan Poolaw BS in Engineering Technology Mountain View, OK
Jimmy Raylee Shackelford BS in Engineering Technology Apache, OK
Sarah Avosuahi Baiye BS in Industrial Technology Bartlesville, OK
Cyrus W. Burks BS in Industrial Technology Blair, OK
Dalton Shoate Daniels BS in Industrial Technology Salina, OK
Colton Lee Harry BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Nathaniel Storm Hunt BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Matthew D. McBride BS in Industrial Technology Piedmont, OK
Robert McCormack BS in Industrial Technology Trophy Club, TX
Jesus Jimenez Rodriguez BS in Industrial Technology Clinton, OK
Justin Alan Smith BS in Industrial Technology Decatur, TX
Patrick Isaiah Vinson BS in Industrial Technology Duncan, OK
Justin Jobe Weathers BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Austin K. Wilson BS in Industrial Technology Woodward, OK
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Randi Lynne Woodard BS in Industrial Technology Leedey, OK
Charles Worley BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
James Burke Yeargain III BS in Industrial Technology Piedmont, OK
Calyn Levi Young BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Zakary Paul Bates BBA in Finance Fort Cobb, OK
Robert W. Battles BBA in Finance Burns Flat, OK
Wesley Pannkuk Becknell BBA in Finance Leonard, TX
Kyle Lane Beecher BBA in Finance Soldier, KS
Valerie Brandt BBA in Finance Altus, OK
Brandi Brock BBA in Finance Comanche, OK
Jared Alan Cook BBA in Finance Laverne, OK
Logan Lynn Crosgrove BBA in Finance Canadian, TX
Dalton Day BBA in Finance Fairview, OK
Ashley Marie Derr BBA in Finance Thomas, OK
Pete August Drouhard BBA in Finance Cheyenne, OK
Silvar Eddia BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Noemi Alejandra Estala BBA in Finance Canton, OK
Jose Callito Hernandez BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Taylor Nathan Kincanon BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Taylor W. Longbrake BBA in Finance Perkins, OK
Brandon Mack BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Joseph Evan Manning BBA in Finance Sayre, OK
Brandon Lee Martin BBA in Finance Fairview, OK
Matthew Lee McDown BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Meagan Kasie Outhier BBA in Finance Enid, OK
Jason Lee Parkhurst BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Rory Lee Pugh BBA in Finance Harper, KS
Kevin Dale Rice BBA in Finance Duke, OK
Keithen Kale Sawatzky BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Heather Kay Sheppard BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Adrian Leigh Smith BBA in Finance Thomas, OK
Jessica Alain Edwards Smith BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Brittney Jane Switzer BBA in Finance Thomas, OK
Selassie Tsaku-Harker BBA in Finance Kumasi, Ghana
Daniel Lee Watkins BBA in Finance Cordell, OK
Jeffery Rhett Wiseman BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Mohammad Alkulaibi BBA in Management Saint John, ZZ
Taylor James Anderson BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Kimberly Sue Archie BBA in Management Altus, OK
Steven Tanner Bedwell BBA in Management Okeene, OK
Christina Marie Bender BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Kenyan M. Borders BBA in Management Kansas City, MO
Ante Bozic BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Cara E. Bridges BBA in Management Moore, OK
Selena Dawn Callins BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Elaina Marie Cameron BBA in Management Cordell, OK
Barlin Chaves BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Justin Myles Collins BBA in Management Belle Fourche, SD
Dayna Janine Dick BBA in Management Oklahoma City, OK
Macee-Donne Dunlap BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Heather Dawn Gibbons BBA in Management Roosevelt, OK
Ken Hughes Jr. BBA in Management Copperas Cove, TX
Saasha Jacqueline Jacobson BBA in Management Gresham, OR
Clayton Ray Kincannon BBA in Management Red Rock, OK
Lauren Sagan Lerch BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Elizabeth Allison Maddox BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Brandy Kay Mader BBA in Management Nickerson, KS
Alana Jo Martin BBA in Management Ryan, OK
Jason Mark Miller BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Bryce Taylor Moore BBA in Management Tuttle, OK
Levi Randall Nicholson BBA in Management Severance, CO
Chrishayla Dominique Palmer BBA in Management Mangum, OK
Kristen Nicole Phillips BBA in Management Apache, OK
Lon Lee Pigrum III BBA in Management Lawton, OK
Whitney B. Porter BBA in Management Carrollton, TX
Jonathan David Pugh BBA in Management Texhoma, OK
Jeremy Andrew Quimby BBA in Management Fairview, OK
Keagan Jeffrey Smith BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
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Layla Tanja Lynne Smith BBA in Management Blanchard, OK
Bryce Sullivan BBA in Management Edmond, OK
Jessica Michelle Sutton BBA in Management Canton, OK
Joseph Wald BBA in Management Hobart, OK
Dillan James Wolfe BBA in Management Tuttle, OK
Samantha Marie Dougherty BBA in Marketing Guymon, OK
Mallory Elizabeth Hankins BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Megan Dyer Hobson BBA in Marketing El Reno, OK
Amber Jade Knight BBA in Marketing Elk City, OK
Caitlin Dee Landers BBA in Marketing Arnett, OK
Danielle Nicole Logan BBA in Marketing Fort Supply, OK
Devon V. Peetoom BBA in Marketing Hutchinson, KS
Sarah Jean Penry BBA in Marketing Leedey, OK
Juan Manuel Ramirez Velazquez BBA in Marketing Daimiel, Spain
Thomas J. Stirling BBA in Marketing Gorham, ME
Jordan Rae Tech BBA in Marketing Calumet, OK
Adriana Faith Walker BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Ethan E. Welton BBA in Marketing Harrah, OK
Jerry David Burks BS in Organizational Leadership Carthage, AR
Shannon SuzAnn Cagg BS in Organizational Leadership Thomas, OK
Amy Joy DeLeon BS in Organizational Leadership Erick, OK
Ashlee Ann Higgins BS in Organizational Leadership El Reno, OK
Danielle Lee Anne Horner BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
David Lee Jackson BS in Organizational Leadership Yukon, OK
Brooke Elizabeth Jarvis BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Vesna Kalabic BS in Organizational Leadership Bethany, OK
Dannette Louise Kyser BS in Organizational Leadership Yukon, OK
Aaron L. McDonald BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Andrea Kay Hartman Parker BS in Organizational Leadership Watonga, OK
Evelyn Parks BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Lindsay Nicole Russ BS in Organizational Leadership Gravette, AR
Whitney Shae Gardner Sebastian BS in Organizational Leadership Binger, OK
Jacob Wenrich BS in Organizational Leadership Thomas, OK
Cynthia Kay Witt BS in Organizational Leadership Yukon, OK
Hailey Jordan Blevins BS in Athletic Training Noble, OK
Brittany Lee Carson BS in Athletic Training Claremore, OK
Randa Castleberry BS in Athletic Training Stillwater, OK
Caitlin Foster BS in Adiletic Training Hollis, OK
Catherine B. Fulton BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Kaylee Renee Hamilton BS in Athletic Training Carnegie, OK
Emmalee D’Ann Heinen BS in Athletic Training Lawton, OK
Tiffany Marie Hoffman BS in Athletic Training Broken Arrow, OK
Kayla Maria Johnson BS in Athletic Training Broken Arrow, OK
Brooke Nichole Massey BS in Athletic Training Lahoma, OK
Emily Rene Nicklas BS in Athletic Training White Deer, TX
Darolyn Ladd BS in Athletic Training Hinton, OK
Jessica A. Rauschenberg BS in Athletic Training Tulsa, OK
Kaci E. Spence BS in Athletic Training Yukon, OK
Devon Dennis Willcox BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Walter Leonard Wright II BS in Athletic Training Blair, OK
Skylar Thomas Abernathy BS in Health Care Administration El Reno, OK
Taylor Glyne Bailey BS in Health Care Administration Hydro, OK
Alecia Emma Boeckman BS in Health Care Administration Hitchcock, OK
Nghia Cao Bui BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Holly Hurliman Burch BS in Health Care Administration Cordell, OK
Angela Mashell Davis BS in Health Care Administration Edmond, OK
Jennifer LeAnn Gripe BS in Health Care Administration Tuttle, OK
Marian Mabinty Koroma BS in Health Care Administration Tacoma, WA
Amy Melissa Ledbetter BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Susana Adobea Opare BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Shyanne Marie Pullum BS in Health Care Administration Clinton, OK
Binta S. Sanyang BS in Health Care Administration Norman, OK
Patricia Ann Armstrong BS in Health Information Mgmt. Comanche, OK
Michelle Dawn Atwood BS in Health Information Mgmt. Hinton, OK
Rashell A. Bennett BS in Health Information Mgmt. Edmond, OK
Glenda S. Davison II BS in Health Information Mgmt. Yukon, OK
Jennifer LeAnn Gripe BS in Health Information Mgmt. Tuttle, OK
Keila Nicole Harmon BS in Health Information Mgmt. Mustang, OK
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Kinsey Hums BS in Health Information Mgmt. Hideaway, TX
Malia Jade Salazar BS in Health Information Mgmt. Weatherford, OK
Shyanne Marie Pullum BS in Health Information Mgmt. Clinton, OK
Morgan Jo Swart BS in Health Information Mgmt. Yukon, OK
Lena Elizabeth Van Winkle BS in Health Information Mgmt. Heber Springs, AR
Ashley Wells BS in Health Information Mgmt. Piedmont, OK
Sahar Adibi BS in Health Sciences San Diego, CA
Emily Dee Baker BS in Health Sciences Chickasha, OK
Jordan Renee Beasley BS in Health Sciences Lawton, OK
Ashley Nicole Bredy BS in Health Sciences Roosevelt, OK
Taylor Michelle Brinkley BS in Health Sciences Mutual, OK
Karlee Sue Brownlee BS in Health Sciences Okeene, OK
Natalie Adele Bryant BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Taylor Renee Carder BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Alyx Delaney Cheatham BS in Health Sciences Tulsa, OK
Mackenzie Nicole Cochran BS in Health Sciences Keyes, OK
Tabitha Ann Combs BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Randall Heath Cox BS in Health Sciences Purcell, OK
Burgundy Kaidin Mae Cribbs BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Shelby Lynn Daniel BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Victoria Marie Feldkamp BS in Health Sciences Lincoln, KS
Aaron Godwin BS in Health Sciences Gordonville, TX
Joshua Harnois BS in Health Sciences Lawton, OK
Taylor Hudson BS in Health Sciences Altus AFB, OK
Dora Kabunda BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Savannah Kaye Kappelle BS in Health Sciences Anadarko, OK
Rachel Elizabeth Kidd BS in Health Sciences Wheeler, TX
Eric Joe King BS in Health Sciences Mountain View, OK
John Daniel Lair BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Jackie K. Lartey BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Tina Trinh Le BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Charlotte Michelle Meier BS in Health Sciences Balko, OK
Ramon R. Mosqueda BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Katheryn Jentry Holt Mussyal BS in Health Sciences Harrali, OK
Tyler Thomas Newburry Johnson BS in Health Sciences Norman, OK
Morgandee Lyne Nix BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Easton Scott Page BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Louisa Enanga Pangop BS in Health Sciences Selden, NY
Jennifer Phuong-Uyen Pham BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
KalebT. Ralph BS in Health Sciences Bartlesville, OK
Brittany Deanna Randall BS in Health Sciences Enid, OK
Jeffrey Dalton Reed BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Darin Scott BS in Health Sciences Hammon, OK
Kadre Ann Setzer BS in Health Sciences Colony, OK
Troy Russell Shoate III BS in Health Sciences Tulsa, OK
Kendall Christine Smith BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Monica Nicole Smith BS in Health Sciences Huntsville, AL
Kendra Michelle Steinly BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Jarred Luke Stockton BS in Health Sciences Mangum, OK
Janis Marie Taliaferro BS in Health Sciences Brighton, CO
Mai Hong Tran BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Allison Dieu Thao Truong BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Conner Celea Wall BS in Health Sciences Enid, OK
Amanyl Neh Zama BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Emily Rochelle Abbott BS in Nursing Highlands Ranch, CO
Katelan Marie Ballard BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Luke Anthony Beasley BS in Nursing Wichita Falls, TX
Bailey Shea Bell BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Karli Ophern Bowles BS in Nursing Cordell, OK
Courtney Brooke Burns BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
James M. Ezell BS in Nursing Novato, CA
Melissa Ashley Falletta BS in Nursing Elk City, OK
Carrington Dawnael Fisher BS in Nursing Apache, OK
Kevin James Garrison BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Desdnee Nicole Graham BS in Nursing Hinton, OK
Katelyn Hays BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Maci Dawn Hinshaw BS in Nursing Seiling, OK
Ashle Holbrook BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
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Katrina Michelle Holsaeter BS in Nursing Edmond, OK
Paula Janine Howes BS in Nursing Foss, OK
Jina Marie Kilpatrick BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Shelbie Lynn Laughlin BS in Nursing Cyril, OK
Lindsay Nicole Madison BS in Nursing Cordell, OK
Afton Marie Mages BS in Nursing Tuttle, OK
Rachel Ann Mansour BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Malachi Nathaniel Martin BS in Nursing Woodward, OK
Mitchell Patrick McKee BS in Nursing El Reno, OK
Jasmine Shantell Milledge BS in Nursing Muskogee, OK
Bailey Marie Milliron BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Huy Nguyen BS in Nursing Ho Ch Minli, Vietnam
Shelby Nicole Platt BS in Nursing Randlett, OK
Asher Eleigh Reed BS in Nursing Custer, OK
Meghan Chantry Renbarger BS in Nursing Calumet, OK
Emily Mavis Rios BS in Nursing Enid, OK
Bailey Lorraine Spears BS in Nursing Norman, OK
Susan Stutzman BS in Nursing Hydro, OK
Tiffany Annette Thompson BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Kaitlyn Brianne Troester BS in Nursing Lawton, OK
Chelsie Nicole Wilkins BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Rebekah Jan Wise BS in Nursing El Reno, OK
Nime Nancy Aguru BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Rita Chinyelu Akubueze BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Alison Ann Sweeney BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Maiden Rock, WI
Melissa Beth Alvillar BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Erin Susanne Baker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Rhiannon Elizabeth Baker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Cynthia Beeson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Springfield, MO
Murphy Delaney Boling BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Toni Marie Bromell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Brandi Kay Bronniman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Konawa, OK
Patricia Lynne Hutchins Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Ashley Anne Caldwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Opal Wendy Croom BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Fort Sill, OK
Berri J. Culliton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Carissa Rhea DeClerck BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Chickasha, OK
Briana Leah Deen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Staci Deland BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
David Eric Denton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Beaverton, OR
Jacob Edward Dickerson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Huong Doan BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Nicholas A. Dorris BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Jennifer Noel Dudgeon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Brandy Michele Dyer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Gore, OK
Kayla M. Easterling BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Kylie G. Eaton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno, OK
Kimberly Engelking BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Anna Ruth Erb BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Angela Rose Farmer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jayleen Nicole Fowler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tecumseh, OK
Jennifer Ann Fransen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Elizabeth Ann Fry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Robin Rene Gibson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle, OK
Kelsey Gilmore BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Melissa JeDonne Golobic BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lancaster, OH
Jennifer Erin Haddon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Mica Kristin Hartman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Woodward, OK
Misti M. Heston BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Rush Springs, OK
Brook W. Hightower BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Meagan Ann Hornsey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Haley A’layne Hughey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno, OK
Anna Kathleen Jacoby BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Sandra Kolar-Woodward BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Arcadia, OK
Jacqueline Labrum BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Richfield, UT
Brianna L. Lasley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Marcia Lynn Lawson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Aimee Lynn Lazzar BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yucaipa, CA
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Susan Yong Lee BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Quannah LiAnaky LittleAxe BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bartlesville, OK
Tammie Anne Lockhart BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
Jeremy Dean Logsdon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid, OK
Petrina Marie Lorenz BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Erin Elizabeth Gordon Luttrell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Toni Michelle Maddox BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
David Mathew BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
TyKeesha Monae’ McCarty BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Valerie Lynn Milton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Del City, OK
Jennifer Anne Minnick BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mcloud, OK
Bernard Chege Mwaura BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
William Han Nguyen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Sharilyn O’Connor BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Chukwuka Benneth Osuorji BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Cheryl Partridge BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hydro, OK
Debra Peeples BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Harrah, OK
Shara Ann Pennington BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Sara Perry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Mikal Denisa Phillips Edwards BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lookeba, OK
Brandon J. Prince BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Doanh Prince BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Michele Lee Reed BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lebanon, MO
Tiffany Dawn Rightmire BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Brittney Jade Roper BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Glenpool, OK
Kayla Ann Rose-Conway BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Grove, OK
Paula Jean Rother BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Ashley Marie Ruiz BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Robert Dale Scott BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Amanda C. Shatwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Stephanie Nachole Short BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Sherry Lynn Sides BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Heather Nichole Slover BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Frieda Stewart BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Colony, OK
Claudette Yvonne Thomas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Brenda Kimathi BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Claudina Marcia Prince BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Jodi S. Tracy BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Veronica Jacqueline Van Horn BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Crystal Van De Mark BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Gabriela Velazquez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Christi Lea Vick BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Duke, OK
Kellia Shawon White BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Julie Marie Wicklund BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Warr Acres, OK
Terri Nicole Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Watonga, OK
Justin Keith Wren BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Cedar City, UT
Rebecca J. Zentner BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
~Master’s Degrees~
College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Justin Eugene Arwood Master of Business Administration Duncan, OK
Jennifer Base Master of Business Administration Geary, OK
Stephanie Ashley Bowen Master of Business Administration Blanchard, OK
Kyon Thomas Buckley Master of Business Administration Baldwin City, KS
Nichole Elizabeth Chase Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
Cash Armstrong Cooper Master of Business Administration Lindsay, OK
Kaylee Dawn DeBose Master of Business Administration Beaver, OK
Amber Joy Delgado Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Angela Marie Deviney Master of Business Administration Hinton, OK
Stephanie Renee Hamaker Master of Business Administration Fargo, OK
Andrea Marlene Holgado Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Cassandra Lauren Jones Master of Business Administration Corn, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Kamphaus Master of Business Administration Burns Flat, OK
Royce S. Kunjappy Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Ryan Andrew Lawrence Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Ying Annie Lin Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
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Jessica Christene Loftis Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Alina Maharjan Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Taylor Marsh Master of Business Administration Mansfield, TX
Justin Logan Martin Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Jerid L. McAdoo Master of Business Administration Carnegie, OK
Lauryn Diane Kay McCurry Master of Business Administration Cleveland, OK
Jessica Rae Murphy Master of Business Administration Broken Arrow, OK
Xuan Diem Nguyen Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
MaRiah Shyann Oyler Master of Business Administration Beaver, OK
SaRaya Oyler Master of Business Administration Beaver, OK
Abhiskar Pandey Master of Business Administration Dallas, TX
Caila Jantzen Master of Business Administration Ames, OK
Mohd Rashid Master of Business Administration Collinsville, OK
Rudraraju Vedavathi Apoorva Master of Business Administration Visakhapatnam, India
Ryan Todd Russ Master of Business Administration Cordell, OK
Ryan Douglas Shockey Master of Business Administration Elk City, OK
Bhisma Shrestha Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Brittany Christian Shumate Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Stephen Simpson Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Hardeep Singh Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Thelma Jo Epps Stevens Master of Business Administration Wheatland, OK
Crystal Rae Tlieis Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Malorie Denise Vaughan Master of Business Administration Blair, OK
Anna Nhu-Hoang Vu Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
David Yepez Master of Business Administration Edmond, OK
Stephanie Micliaele Hughes Master of Education in Art Arapaho, OK
Toni Lynne Cater M Ed in Early Childhood Education Norman, OK
Charis R. Freeman M Ed in Early Childhood Education Norman, OK
Tonya Smithey M Ed in Early Childhood Education Ardmore, OK
Sarah Beth Caffey M Ed in Elementary Education Mustang, OK
Melissa Kate Nightingale M Ed in Elementary Education Fort Cobb, OK
Lucille Pierce M Ed in Elementary Education Oklahoma City, OK
Madah Smihan Alenizi M Ed in Special Education Tabuk, Saudi Arabia
Hammad Alharbi M Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Lori J. Chaffee M Ed in Special Education Yukon, OK
Amal Abdalh Elmkbel M Ed in Special Education Tabuk, Saudi Arabia
Elizabeth A. Howard M Ed in Special Education Tulsa, OK
Larenda Sue Thomas M Ed in Special Education Yukon, OK
Margaret E. Buckley M Ed in Reading Specialist Lawton, OK
Kacey Elizabeth Kinsey M Ed in Reading Specialist El Reno, OK
Morgan Leigh Ross M Ed in Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Melissa Dawn Sharry M Ed in Reading Specialist Weatherford, OK
Megan Leigh Smith M Ed in Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Annette B. Wagner M Ed in Reading Specialist Geary, OK
Lakisha Lynette Blandon M Ed in Educational Admin Wagoner, OK
Ronnie Kaye Booker M Ed in Educational Admin Sperry, OK
Jamie Jan Brock M Ed in Educational Admin Bethany, OK
Elizabeth Kay Wall Buchanan M Ed in Educational Admin Jay, OK
CJ Paul Buesser M Ed in Educational Admin Checotah, OK
Roy Tyson Bullard M Ed in Educational Admin Shattuck, OK
Isaac Mitchell Byrne M Ed in Educational Admin Alex, OK
Wesley Walker Coleman M Ed in Educational Admin Bixby, OK
Mark Patrick Cox M Ed in Educational Admin Hennessey, OK
Renessa Gayle Cramer M Ed in Educational Admin Rush Springs, OK
Gyla Dawn Davis M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City, OK
Marcy Don Weathers Derryberry M Ed in Educational Admin Hydro, OK
Jennifer Dye M Ed in Educational Admin Ponca City, OK
Carl Brady Goad M Ed in Educational Admin Fairfax, OK
Tonya Gray-Lemon M Ed in Educational Admin Shidler, OK
Tanner Harris M Ed in Educational Admin Blanchard, OK
Aarti Hasu Hartfield M Ed in Educational Admin Piedmont, OK
Melanie Renee Hix M Ed in Educational Admin Mustang, OK
Joan E. Johnson M Ed in Educational Admin Grove, OK
Bruce Heath Kelley M Ed in Educational Admin Sand Springs, OK
Krysti Ann Kesler M Ed in Educational Admin Lindsay, OK
David Lorenz M Ed in Educational Admin Omega, OK
Austin Tyler Maddux M Ed in Educational Admin Hartshorne, OK
Andrea Dawn Magness M Ed in Educational Admin Shattuck, OK
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Brent Michael Massey M Ed in Educational Admin Bartlesville, OK
London Marie Gordon M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City, OK
Valerie Dawn McCauley M Ed in Educational Admin Chickasha, OK
Michelle Kay McDonald M Ed in Educational Admin Woodward, OK
Jennifer L. McElfresh M Ed in Educational Admin Mulhall, OK
Seth Aaron Meier M Ed in Educational Admin Norman, OK
Carmen Renee Smith Murphy M Ed in Educational Admin Wagoner, OK
Nancy J. Overton M Ed in Educational Admin Stillwater, OK
James E. Pickens M Ed in Educational Admin Miami, OK
Courtney Ann Pruner M Ed in Educational Admin Jenks, OK
Angela Christina Rosas-Ward M Ed in Educational Admin Oklahoma City, OK
Ronda Gail Simpson M Ed in Educational Admin Thomas, OK
Stacy Storey M Ed in Educational Admin Edmond, OK
Shawn Dean Strain M Ed in Educational Admin Goodwell, OK
Krystal M. Swindler M Ed in Educational Admin Moore, OK
Joshua W. Terry M Ed in Educational Admin Midwest City, OK
Daniel R. Ummel M Ed in Educational Admin Blanchard, OK
Rex Wall M Ed in Educational Admin Norman, OK
Debra L. Webb M Ed in Educational Admin Altus, OK
Kim L. Maher M Ed in Health and Physical Ed Thomas, OK
Melissa Noel Brewer M Ed in Health Sci and Microbiology Stillwater, OK
Ashley Rae Rodriguez M Ed in Health Sci and Microbiology Clinton, OK
Robin G. Waters M Ed in Health Sci and Microbiology Madill, OK
Patrick Eugene(Bradford) King M Ed in Natural Sciences Weatherford, OK
Jason Kyle Adair M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Tahlequah, OK
Ryan Wade Brewer M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Perkins, OK
Logan G. George M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Fort Worth, TX
F. Ray Hammans M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton, OK
Jennifer Nicole Daniels Hammans M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton, OK
Kara N. Jacobsen M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Mesa, AZ
Jonathon D. Johnson M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Clinton, OK
Chaney Hayes Latham M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Goodwell, OK
Christopher Don Morgan M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Brock Skyler Oyler (posthumously) M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Texhoma, OK
Chelsey M. Powers M Ed in Parks and Recreation Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Katy Bevers M Ed in School Counseling Burns Flat, OK
Maria Thionnet M Ed in School Counseling Cheyenne, OK
Kayla Sue Cox M Ed in School Counseling Miami, OK
Monica L. Dandridge M Ed in School Counseling Stilwell, OK
Risa G. Demeter M Ed in School Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Eugenia M. Glenn M Ed in School Counseling Altus, OK
Katy LaSetta Arthur Lauerman M Ed in School Counseling Cushing, OK
Kristi DeeAnn Locke M Ed in School Counseling Fort Cobb, OK
Donna Leigh Maddux M Ed in School Counseling El Reno, OK
Colleen Gayle Mills M Ed in School Counseling Salina, OK
Amy Morey M Ed in School Counseling Yukon, OK
Tammy Michelle Poolaw M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Mathew M. Samargis M Ed in School Counseling Stilwell, OK
Shelby Lane Sparkman M Ed in School Counseling Quanah, TX
Danielle Lisa Hettinger Tucker M Ed in School Counseling Altus, OK
Sharon LaNae Veazey M Ed in School Counseling Edmond, OK
Lahcen Andrew Dallaly M Ed in School Psychometry Del City, OK
Amy Michelle Mouser M Ed in School Psychometry Enid, OK
Shelby L. Seurer M Ed in School Psychometry Hinton, OK
Heather Louise McCormick M Ed in Social Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Allison Kay Brown M Ed in Sports Management McKinney, TX
Bruna Dalcin Da Cas M Ed in Sports Management Warr Acres, OK
Jared Jackson M Ed in Sports Management Moore, OK
Kalie K. Mader M Ed in Sports Management Nickerson, KS
Dominique S. Nayaga M Ed in Sports Management Bethany, OK
Jasmine Noldon M Ed in Sports Management Bakersfield, CA
Dean Floyd O’Nesky M Ed in Sports Management Thomas, OK
Cesiley Renee Rideau M Ed in Sports Management Spencer, OK
Johnna Rhea Smith M Ed in Sports Management Purdon, TX
Colman James Stephens M Ed in Sports Management Sanger, TX
Ryan Scott Stringer M Ed in Sports Management Clinton, OK
Sheridan Tabor M Ed in Sports Management Muldrow, OK
Aaron David Wallace M Ed in Sports Management Dallas, TX
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Elizabeth Paige Wheeler M Ed in Sports Management Oklahoma City, OK
Robert Anthony Wilson M Ed in Sports Management Moore, OK
Adrian Gomez Master of Music in Music Ed Enid, OK
Kristen Elizabeth Whaley Master of Music in Music Ed Collinsville, OK
Benjamin Paul King Master of Music in Performance Savoy, IL
Amy Jeanne Guderjohn MS in Community Counseling Moore, OK
Courtney Tanicia Hill MS in Community Counseling Altus, OK
George Warner Jones Jr. MS in Community Counseling Lawton, OK
Amanda Alexandra Rowell MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Stephanie Lorraine Sandberg MS in Community Counseling El Reno, OK
Catherine Jane Schubert MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Samayra Tavakoli MS in Community Counseling Norman, OK
Sarah Whitewater Richardson MS in Community Counseling Mustang, OK
Melissa Paige Akin Master of Science in Management Davidson, OK
Jamie N. Collins Master of Science in Management Weatherford, OK
Derek Dixon Master of Science in Management Tulsa, OK
Hannah Cait Gathers Master of Science in Management Hinton, OK
Sandra Rodriguez Ramos Master of Science in Management Clinton, OK
Ashley Nicole Worlund Master of Science in Management Shawnee, OK
Kelley Walls Young Master of Science in Management Weatherford, OK
Timothy David Cramer MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Oklahoma City, OK
Julie A. Hill MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Edmond, OK
Samjhana Kunwar MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Margaret D. Wallace MS Healthcare Informatics &c Info Mgmt Midwest City, OK
~Doctoral Degrees~
College of Pharmacy
Phuong Kim Abbott Doctor of Pharmacy Wylie, TX
Abdul-Rahman A1-Jarrah Doctor of Pharmacy OKC, OK
Jacob Roy Beard Doctor of Pharmacy Devol, OK
Mathew Lee Benham Doctor of Pharmacy Okeene, OK
Cary Berryman Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Amy Lu Bower Doctor of Pharmacy Claremore, OK
Amanda Jean Bozell Doctor of Pharmacy Waukomis, OK
Ashlie Nicole Bozell Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Sara Bethany Bradlau Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Chireen Michelle Bradshaw Doctor of Pharmacy White Deer, TX
Bryan David Brewer Doctor of Pharmacy Colby, KS
Kauli Ann Broadhead Doctor of Pharmacy Kiefer, OK
Austin Louis Bumpas Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Andrea Nicole Burson Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Jared Alyn Bushman Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Samantha Rae Caudle Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Colby Don Challis Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Nazifa Chowdhury Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Cash Armstong Cooper Doctor of Pharmacy Lindsay, OK
Kristen Paige Covington Doctor of Pharmacy Ada, OK
Jacey Jade Cox Doctor of Pharmacy Shattuck, OK
Mitra Daemi Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Theresa Mong-Quynh Dang Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Brian Tien Dao Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Crystal Dawn Davis Doctor of Pharmacy Midwest City, OK
Allen Matthew Deak Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Huy Do Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Michael Shane Duffy Doctor of Pharmacy Madill, OK
Sabrina Dunaway Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Jacob Zane Dunlap Doctor of Pharmacy Wellington, TX
James Morgan Ely Doctor of Pharmacy Pauls Valley, OK
Amber Frazier Doctor of Pharmacy Thomas, OK
Garrick Alexander Friesen Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Colby Bryan Garrett Doctor of Pharmacy Porter, OK
Morgan Drew Greutman Doctor of Pharmacy Clarksville, TX
Matthew Landon Griffith Doctor of Pharmacy Terlton, OK
Kaci Hall Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Joseph Myongrang Han Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Debra Erin Michele DeWalt Doctor of Pharmacy Calera, OK
Tanya Dawn Harrelson Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
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Kaitlin Marie Harrison Doctor of Pharmacy Wynnewood, OK
Lori LaRee Hatfield Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Jonathan Tyler Henson Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Trevor L. Howard Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Sang Thi Huynh Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Armstrong Mutunde Isiaho Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Noel Jarrett Doctor of Pharmacy Poteau, OK
Brendan Matthew Jones Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Stefan Thomas Jones Doctor of Pharmacy Madill, OK
Ryan Kendrick Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Gabrielle Elizabeth Kinser Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Van Thanh Lam Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Lonnie W. Langley Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Jennifer Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kathy Xuan Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kevin Khiem Quoc Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Tiffany Bich Thao Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Suzann Kathleen Leskela Doctor of Pharmacy Del City, OK
Ying Annie Lin Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Abigail Marie Lybarger Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Joanna Duyen Mach Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Smith, AR
Megan Lee Magnant Doctor of Pharmacy Henderson, NV
Drew E. Mangrum Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater, OK
Andrew Marshall Mansour Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Tisha Mathew Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jarryd Blayne Mathews Doctor of Pharmacy Durant, OK
Tyler Mattocks Doctor of Pharmacy Guymon, OK
Melissa Nicole McCoy Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Mary Frances McWhirter Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Alana Dawn Mesenbrink Doctor of Pharmacy Del City, OK
Mervin Timon Mondal Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Cortney Nicole Mullen Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Jessica Rae Murphy Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Quynh Hoa Thi Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Tram Teresa Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Xuan Diem Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Todd Richard Nix Jr. Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Jamie Lynn Owen Doctor of Pharmacy Henryetta, OK
Allen M. Owens Doctor of Pharmacy Watonga, OK
Jeanna Michelle Owens Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Jessica Dawn Pasquini Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Jeffrey Quinton Yogesh Patel Doctor of Pharmacy Commerce, TX
Rekha Patel Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Kim Gia Pham Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Quynh Phi Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Christopher Lee Poole Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Lauran Janelle Randall Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Timothy Blake Reid Doctor of Pharmacy McAlester, OK
William David Roberson IV Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Lauren Paige Rodriguez Doctor of Pharmacy Durant, OK
Ashton Barrett Rose Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Caitlin Nicole Shannon Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Garrett Kurt Sheneman Doctor of Pharmacy Weleetka, OK
Kristin Gay Sheneman Doctor of Pharmacy Weleetka, OK
Kenneth James Stearns Doctor of Pharmacy Choctaw, OK
Matthew David Stogsdill Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Alison Lenora Stowers Doctor of Pharmacy Ada, OK
Joshua Wayne Tennison Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Rachel Elizabeth Thomas Doctor of Pharmacy Jones, OK
Heath D. Tieben Doctor of Pharmacy Dodge City, KS
Gabriel Torres Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Danny Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Moore, OK
Debbie Linh Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Nhu Thi Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Thomas Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Nathan James Troester Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Malorie Denise Vaughan Doctor of Pharmacy Blair, OK
Anna Nhu-Hoang Vu Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Krystal Rose Walton Doctor of Pharmacy Cordell, OK
Chris Luke Yohannan Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
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Distinguished Alumni
Jay P. Cannon is a 1966 graduate of Southwestern Oklahoma State 
University where he received a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry. The 
Ardmore native graduated earlier (1959) from the University of Oklahoma 
with a B.A. in history and was commissioned in the U.S. Army as a Second 
Lieutenant, serving from graduation until 1964 with the last two years 
spent in Vietnam. After finishing at SWOSU, he entered the University of 
Oklahoma College of Medicine where he completed his M.D. in 1970.
Dr. Cannon served as a Resident in General Surgery at the OU 
Health Sciences Center from 1970-1975. Cannon was assistant and then 
associate professor of surgery at the OU Health Sciences Center from 1975-1983. While on the 
faculty, he served as assistant chief of surgical service at the Oklahoma City Veterans Hospital, 
interim chief of staff at the VA Hospital, chairman of the board of University Hospital and Clinics, 
and associate chief of staff and medical director of Oklahoma Memorial Hospital. Cannon is a 
Diplomat of the American Board of Surgery and a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons. He 
has been chair of a committee coordinating the “Level 2 Physician and Hospital” back up for the 
Level 1 Trauma Center at the Health Sciences Center since its inception nine years ago.
After leaving the Department of Surgery at the Health Sciences Center, Cannon practiced general 
surgery at Presbyterian Hospital for 13 years and then the last 16 years at Deaconess Hospital and 
Integris Baptist Medical Center in Oklahoma City. He served as chair of the Department of Suxgery 
at Integris Baptist Medical Center from 2003-2007 and as chief of staff of Integris Baptist Medical 
Center from 2008-2014.
He has served in numerous leadership roles for various medical societies in the state of Oklahoma. 
He represented Oklahoma County from 2005-2012 as a trustee of the Oklahoma State Medical 
Association. Cannon has received numerous honors, including being recognized in 2015 by the 
University of Oklahoma College of Medicine as recipient of the Deans’ Award for Distinguished 
Physician of the Year.
Albert Gray, a native of Lookeba, is a 1974 graduate of SWOSU where he 
received a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry with a minor in biology. 
Gray has served as chief executive officer of The Childrens Center since 1978. 
Hired originally to close the center due to its poor financial performance, Gray 
instead turned the private, non-profit pediatric hospital around, leading it to 
become one of Oklahoma’s foremost healthcare providers for children with 
complex medical and physical disabilities. Ranging in age from birth to 18, 
patients receive state-of-the-art medical and respiratory care, rehabilitative 
therapies and education.
Gray received the SWOSU Alumni Association President’s Award of Merit in 2006 and was 
inducted into the Bethany Hall of Fame in 2000. He is a recipient of the prestigious Paul Harris 
Fellow from the Rotary Club of West Oklahoma City. He serves on the Jasmine Moran Children’s 
Museum Board of Directors and Children’s Hospital Foundation Board of Advocates.
Gray started his career as a forensic chemist with the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation and 
the Oklahoma City Police Department. Gray was the developer and owner of the South Park Health 
Care Center in south Oklahoma City and owner/administrator of the Sentinel Nursing Home in 
Sentinel. In addition to his responsibilities at The Childrens Center, he is the owner of Industrial 
Gasket, a 60,000 square-foot manufacturing plant in Mustang and holds oil and ranching interests 
in western Oklahoma.
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